We introduce wavelength-scanning coherent optical time domain reflectometry (WS-COTDR) for dynamic vibration sensing along optical fibers. The method is based on spectral shift computation from Rayleigh backscatter spectra. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are used for fast and high-resolution strain computation from raw measurement data. The applicability of the method is demonstrated for vibration monitoring of a reinforced concrete bridge. We demonstrate another application example for quasi-static and dynamic measurement of ground deformation and surface wave propagation along a dark fiber in a telecommunication cable.
Introduction
The progress of optical fiber sensors for distributed measurement has been very dynamic in recent years. The performance improvement is particularly rapid for dynamic strain sensing, often referred to as distributed acoustic sensing (DAS). Most DAS approaches are based on Rayleigh scattering and coherent optical time domain reflectometry [1, 2] . Spatial resolutions in the meter-range can be measured with nε (nm/m) sensitivity over distances up to tens of kilometers.
Early adopter of DAS was the oil and gas industry, using DAS for seismic exploration and integrity monitoring [3] . As the technology matures and is becoming more widely available, the range of applications for DAS is broadening significantly: More and more applications can be found in the structural health monitoring sector, for traffic and rail monitoring, power line monitoring, as well as for a range of seismic applications.
Most pulse DAS principles are based on optical phase demodulation and phase change tracking. We recently proposed a DAS approach based on wavelength-scanning coherent optical time domain reflectometry (WS-COTDR) [4] . Hereby, the fiber is rapidly scanned by periodic pulse sequences with increasing optical frequency of each pulse in the sequence. Each new "wavelength scan" is compared to a reference scan to calculate the strain change distribution along the fiber under test (FUT). The advantage of the WS-COTDR technique is that new measurements can be compared to a permanent and unambiguous reference. In contrast to phase-tracking DAS approaches, interrupted measurements can be resumed, and strain changes can be computed relative to any recorded reference scan.
This paper is structured as following: The WS-COTDR technique is briefly introduced in Section 2.1, and the strain computation approach using ANNs is summarized in Section 2.2. Measurement results are shown for the application examples of strain monitoring of a bridge model (Section 3.1) and for distributed ground movement measurement along a "dark" telecommunication fiber (Section 3.2).
Methods

Wavelength-scanning COTDR
The WS-COTDR approach and experimental implementation has been described in detail in [4] . Figure 1 (a) shows the basic experimental setup. Coherent optical pulses are shaped from the continuous-wave input of a low-cost DFB laser source by a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), and are sent into the FUT with a constant pulse repetition rate fp. At the same time, the optical frequency ν of the laser is periodically tuned by means of direct laser current modulation with a triangular "frequency sweep" signal with the sweep rate fs. The relation fp/fs is typically between 20 and 100. The fiber's Rayleigh backscatter trace is therefore periodically sampled for a range of pulse optical frequencies. We make use of the proportionality of the spectral shift of the sampled backscatter signature and strain or temperature changes [5, 6] : By computing the shift of the Rayleigh power spectrum for each new frequency sweep relative to a reference sweep result for each distance sampling position, a distributed strain change measurement can be performed (see Figure 1 Compared to pulse-to-pulse evaluation of phase-resolved DAS approaches, the maximum repetition rate is reduced by the relation fp/fs. The current practical lower limit is fp/fs ≈ 20. This translates, for example, to 1 kHz repetition rate up to 5.1 km distance range. However, extended distance ranges > 70 km at lower repetition rates are also feasible with this approach.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) for strain computation
So far, the strain change has been computed using a least mean square (LMS) correlation approach and subsequent interpolation of the correlation result [4] . This way, strain noise of 0.23 nε/√Hz was achieved over 1 km distance at fs = 1 kHz. However, the LMS computation process is too slow for real-time strain computation from raw sweep data. We therefore trained and implemented an artificial neural network (ANN) that conducts a fast computation of the frequency shift-equivalent strain change [7] . The ANN is trained on simulated training data based on a Rayleigh backscattering model and is validated and tested on measurement data. A multilayer perceptron architecture with two hidden layers proved best performance for the strain prediction. In comparison to the LMS results, the ANN strain predictions exhibit reduced strain noise and improved sensor linearity (52.2 dB harmonic suppression in the power spectral density scale). The ANN also performs better on noisy data, sparse frequency sampling steps, and reduced input sample size. Most importantly, the ANN strain computation can be accelerated by a factor of 306 compared to the LMS approach. This enables computing strain distributions with real-time capability using the WS-COTDR approach [7] .
Results
All results presented in this section were computed from the raw wavelength scan data using ANNs.
Dynamic strain sensing for structural monitoring
Although structural health monitoring (SHM) is an obvious field of application for distributed dynamic strain sensing, relatively little work has been published on DAS for SHM applications. The WS-COTDR technique was initially developed for dynamic deformation measurement of extended structures such as bridges. The strain distribution from ANN predictions along the FUT glued onto a 24.4 m long reinforced concrete model bridge (Figure 2 (a) ) is shown in Figure 2 (b) . The structure is excited with white noise (< 80Hz) by a shaker placed on top of the bridge. Changes in stiffness are visible in the frequency domain comparison. The high strain resolution and spatially resolved deformation measurement comprises valuable information for more advanced approaches for damage assessment and remaining lifetime predictions.
Application for ground movement measurements in dark telecom fibers
The telecommunication infrastructure is largely based on underground optical fibers that form a relatively dense grid in urban areas but also spread between urban centers. Not all the fibers in telecom cables are used for data transmission. These "dark fibers" can be readily used as sensors for the measurement of ground movement or seismic applications [8, 9] . We conduct strain change measurements and use ANNs for strain computation along a 1.3 km long telecom cable buried in a protective duct. The cable runs in parallel to a road and crosses a two-lane road at z ≈ 320 m. Various quasi-static and dynamic events in the nε-range can be seen in Figure 3 : a vehicle stopping at 350 m, numerous cars crossing the cable at 320 m, and surface wave propagation due to the vehicle passing a roadway damage at 375 m. These results demonstrate that highresolution strain measurement along telecom cables can provide a wide range of useful information. High-resolution strain results from a dark fiber grid can, for example, be used for traffic monitoring, hazard detection, and a range of active and passive seismic applications, such as seismic tomography.
Discussion
We introduced the WS-COTDR approach for distributed dynamic strain measurement. The applicability of the method is demonstrated for vibration analysis of a model bridge and for quasi-static and dynamic measurement of ground movement along a dark telecom fiber. Using artificial neural networks, the strain computation from raw data is accelerated to match the demands for real-time application. In addition, the noise performance and sensor linearity are improved. The reference measurement-based WS-COTDR approach has the advantage that interrupted measurements can be resumed at any time. This is important for a range of applications in structural health monitoring or long-term ground movement measurements where signal drift is an issue or permanent system operation cannot be ensured.
